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Abstract

Aspirating, hot wire concentration probes are used to measure point-wise binary species concentrations in supersonic gaseous flow fields. Calibration of such probes is usually carried out by exposing the probe to a known mixture as it discharges from a fixed volume (or tank.) A new, steady flow method for the calibration of helium/air concentration probes has been developed and has been compared with an existing tank discharge method. The two calibration curves have been found to be in close agreement, with a difference of 0.05 helium molar fraction between them for given a value of wire heat loss. Probe design is suspected of being responsible for this slight variation in helium molar fraction. Hence, either method can be used for calibration of such probes.
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALTERNATIVE CONCENTRATION PROBE CALIBRATION METHOD

I. Introduction

The study of supersonic shear flows has been gathering momentum in recent times, spurred onward by keen interest in supersonic and hypersonic combustion processes. It is very likely that important information can be gained if, for instance, two shearing streams are modelled by different gases, like helium and air. Data on the local molar concentration of the constituents would give useful information on the mixing occurring in the shear layer. The aspirating, hot wire concentration probe is a logical choice for the application. By isolating the effect that fluid composition has on wire heat loss from the other effects of mass velocity and temperature difference, the probe is able to sense changes in concentration. The sensor is of no use, however, unless it is calibrated.

1.1 Background

Calibration of aspirating concentration probes has generally been accomplished by exposing the probe to a batch mixture of known concentration. The constituent gases are combined in a tank and the probe is then exposed to the known mixture as it discharges from the tank. This method was employed by Brown and Rebollo (3:650) using a 500 cubic in. volume. The volume was pressurized to 105 psia and bled slowly down to 0.5 psia, with probe measurements taken at various pressures. Adler used a similar set up to conduct a parametric study of hot wire concentration measurement (1:166). The most recent group of published investigators, headed by Ng, has also used a discharging pressure vessel to construct a set of calibration curves (9:3). Unlike those before, the probe calibrated in that procedure was designed for use in supersonic shear layers. At the time of this writing, Tanis is also using an aspirating concentration probe in the study of supersonic turbulent shear layer mixing (10). His probe is similarly calibrated using the tank discharge method.
There appears to be no mention of a steady flow calibration method in the literature, therefore this study was conducted to see how such a method might compare with the existing tank discharge method.

1.2 Objectives and Scope

The purpose of this study was to attain the following objectives:

1. Develop a steady flow mixing system for helium/air concentration probe calibration.
2. Use an existing tank discharge calibration system to generate a calibration curve suitable for comparison with the steady flow curve.
3. Compare the resulting calibration curves.
4. Compare the experimentally based calibration curves and the heat loss curve predicted by theory (King’s law.)

The system was designed to produce a steady, subsonic flow. Mixture was variable from 100% air to 100% helium. Total pressure at the sensor location (near the enclosed hot wire) was variable from 3 to 5 psia. Fluid total temperature remained essentially constant at ambient (520 R.)

1.3 Sequence of Presentation

Following this chapter, the theory and fundamental operating concept of the probe is presented in Chapter Two. Chapter Three describes the experimental apparatus, followed by Chapter Four which outlines procedures used to collect the data. Results are given in Chapter Five, with the conclusion and recommendation section directly following in Chapter Six.
II. Theory of Probe Operation

The theory governing operation of the aspirating, hot wire concentration probe follows directly from the fundamentals of hot wire anemometry. A sensing element such as a fine tungsten wire is electrically heated well above the flow temperature. The heat transfer that occurs is characterized by the familiar equation

\[ Q = I^2 R_s = h A_{cyl} (T_s - T_\infty), \]  

(2.1)

where \( Q \) is the heat transferred to the fluid, \( I \) is the current passing through the sensing element, \( R_s \) is the sensor resistance at its operating temperature, \( h \) is the heat transfer coefficient for the sensing element, in this case a circular cylinder in cross flow, \( A_{cyl} \) is the surface area of the cylinder, \( T_s \) is the sensor operating temperature and \( T_\infty \) is the fluid temperature. The temperature profile along the length of the wire is assumed to be flat—this is equivalent to assuming that convection heat loss is much larger than conduction heat loss from the ends. In addition, radiation heat loss is assumed to be negligible (7:64).

A hot wire sensor detects changes in flow variables by sensing changes in wire heat loss, \( Q \). This heat transfer is a function of four variables related to the fluid: velocity, temperature, pressure and composition (1:163). Isolating the effects of the first three variables from the composition variable makes the wire sensitive to concentration fluctuations only. Isolation of the composition variable is accomplished by enclosing the sensor in a channel and placing an orifice behind it. As an example of this aspirated configuration, a very recent design by Ng (9:1) is shown in Figure 2.1. The orifice regulates mass velocity past the sensor, thus causing the velocity variable to be isolated from the composition variable. The pressure behind the orifice is lowered so that it becomes a choked. This is useful because measurement of total temperature and pressure near the sensor can then be used to determine mass flow rate through the choked orifice, \( m_n \), and thus quantify the mass velocity past the sensor via the mass flux, \( m_n / A_{ch} \). \( A_{ch} \) is the area of the channel at the sensor location. Therefore, armed with the knowledge of temperature, pressure and velocity (imbedded in mass flux), the task of forcing concentration to have the dominant effect on wire heat loss is complete.
The implementation of this concept is somewhat more complicated than the preceding description might indicate. The value of $Q$ in Equation 2.1 is obtained from measurements made with a hot wire anemometer system. In the constant temperature mode, the anemometer system works to keep $T_s$ at a set operating temperature. If $T_\infty$ is measured (or assumed to be constant), the temperature difference between the wire and the fluid is fixed. It then appears that $h$ is the only variable left in Equation 2.1 that can yield information on concentration. Dimensional analysis of forced convection parameters led to the development of the Nusselt number, $Nu$, a non-dimensional quantity that incorporates $h$. $Nu$ is commonly expressed as

$$Nu_d = \frac{hd}{k_f}$$

(2.2)

The diameter of the hot wire, $d$, is the characteristic length. The thermal conductivity of the fluid, $k_f$, is evaluated at the mean film temperature, $T_m$, determined from the expression

$$T_m = \frac{T_s + T_\infty}{2}$$

(2.3)

Solving for $h$ in Equation 2.2 and then substituting it into Equation 2.1 yields

$$\frac{Q}{\pi k_f(T_s - T_\infty)} = Nu_d$$

(2.4)
Many heat transfer laws involving $N_u d$ have been proposed over the years, most of them developed assuming cylinders of infinite length (7:62) but adaptable for use with hot wire anemometers. In general, $N_u d$ can be expressed as

$$N_u d = N_u d(Re, Gr, Pr, K, T_m / T_\infty)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.5)

Reynolds number, $Re = \rho Vx / \mu_f$, is usually expressed as $Re_d$, with the characteristic length given by the diameter of the hot wire, $d$. Since free and forced convection are normally treated separately, $Gr$, the Grashof number, is dispensed with (5:358). In practice, the Knudsen number, $K$, is not included as a parameter explicitly. Collis and Williams found the effect of temperature loading, $T_m / T_\infty$, to be an important factor in their experiments with hot wires in pure air (5:369), which led to their version of the heat transfer law for an infinite cylinder:

$$N_u d \left( \frac{T_m}{T_\infty} \right)^{-0.17} = 0.24 + 0.53 Re_d^{0.45}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.6)

for $0.02 < Re_d < 44$. (Prandtl number was not included in this correlation since it did not vary appreciably with temperature for pure air (5:358).) Equation 2.6 was obtained experimentally, but it resembles the often-cited King’s law, which can be expressed as

$$N_u d = \frac{1}{\pi} + \left( \frac{2}{\pi} Re_d Pr \right)^{0.5}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.7)

where the Prandtl number, $Pr = \mu c_p / k_f$, is included. Thus, King’s law is of the general form

$$N_u d = N_u d(Re_d, Pr)$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.8)

A comparison of Equation 2.6 with Equation 2.7 shows that both equations include Reynolds number, but the Collis and Williams equation lacks the information on fluid properties ($k, c_p$) inherent in $Pr$, while King’s equation does not take into account the effects of $T_m / T_\infty$. Equation 2.7 was derived by King on the basis of potential flow around a wire, and has been shown experimentally to overestimate the heat transfer by as much as 40% (5:361). Nevertheless, Adler used Equation 2.7 as a model suitable for comparison.
with his experimental concentration probe data (1:164). An examination of Equation 2.7 reveals that all the flow variables affecting sensor response are at least rudimentally represented: velocity, temperature and pressure in the mass flux; composition in the mixture transport properties; and finally, temperature in the difference between wire and fluid, \( T_s - T_\infty \). Therefore, Equation 2.7 serves as a theoretical baseline in this study.

An empirical correlation for concentration probe calibration data has eluded researchers, as noted by Brown and Rebollo (3:650). However, promising work by Tanis indicates that it is possible to correlate calibration constants for \( Nu_d \) under conditions where sensor \( Re_d \) is changing for a fixed molar fraction of helium in a mixture (10). Initial results have yielded the equation

\[
Nu_d \left( \frac{T_s - T_\infty}{T_\infty} \right)^{0.17} = \left[ A \left( Re_d^{0.45} \right)^2 + B Re_d^{0.45} + C \right] Pr^{0.3} (x_{He} + 1)^{0.13 Re_d^{-0.55}} \quad (2.9)
\]

where \( A, B \) and \( C \) are calibration constants, and \( x_{He} \) is the molar fraction of helium in an air/helium mixture. In this study, it is necessary to determine the calibration constants for Equation 2.9 based on data obtained with the tank discharge calibration method. \( Nu_d \) takes the general form

\[
Nu_d = Nu_d(T_s/T_\infty, Re, Pr, x_{He}) \quad (2.10)
\]

Inspection of Equations 2.5, 2.8 and 2.10 shows the gradual restructuring of variables needed to define the experimental correlations. It is no wonder that concentration probe calibration correlations have defied characterization for so long.

Next, the determination of transport properties needs to be addressed. The mixture transport properties \( k_f \) and \( \mu_f \) must be determined using a semiempirical formula (4:24,258) of the form

\[
k_f = k_{mix} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{x_i k_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_i \Phi_{ij}} \quad (2.11)
\]

and similarly for viscosity

\[
\mu_f = \mu_{mix} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{x_i \mu_i}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} x_i \Phi_{ij}} \quad (2.12)
\]
in which

\[ \Phi_{ij} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{8}} \left( 1 + \frac{M_i}{M_j} \right)^{-0.5} \left[ 1 + \left( \frac{\mu_i}{\mu_j} \right)^{0.5} \left( \frac{M_j}{M_i} \right)^{0.25} \right]^2 \]  

(2.13)

In these expressions, \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) are species molar fractions, \( \mu_i \) and \( \mu_j \) are the viscosities for the separate species and \( M_i \) and \( M_j \) are species molecular weights. These formulas work very well for low density gas mixtures. Appendix A contains plots of the mixture properties used in this study as a function of helium molar fraction.

With transport property dependence on concentration firmly established, a solid relationship is developed between Equation 2.4 and Equation 2.9. This relationship forms the basis for the practical use of tank discharge calibration data, although the utility of Equation 2.4 extends to the steady flow calibration method as well.
III. Experimental Apparatus

This study required a thoroughly mixed, binary source flow of helium and air. An apparatus to supply such a flow was developed and built. The principle of operation is simple — the mass flow rates of two streams of non-reacting gases are measured separately, then they are mixed thoroughly, resulting in a mixture of known mass and molar concentration for each of the species. The mixture supply system was one of six major systems that comprised the entire test apparatus. The other five systems were the steady flow test system, the tank discharge test system, the hot wire anemometer system, the concentration probe system and the data acquisition system.

3.1 Mixture Supply System

The mixture supply system consisted of two major subsystems, the constituent metering subsystem and the constituent mixing subsystem. Helium and air mass flow rates were measured and controlled separately by the metering subsystem before being combined by the mixing subsystem.

3.1.1 Constituent Metering Subsystem Constituent gas flow was measured and controlled by the metering subsystem. Stainless steel tubing was put in place to provide a supply of clean, dry compressed air from the laboratory high pressure supply facility. Air supply pressure was maintained nominally at 100 psig by two compressors. Helium was supplied to the system through high pressure stainless steel tubing from a compressed helium cylinder.

The helium and air flows were controlled through the use of two high pressure dome valves working in combination with two finely adjustable Grove regulators, one combination of regulator and dome valve for each flow. Figure 3.1 depicts the mixture supply system as it feeds into the steady flow test system. Both gas flows passed through machined convergent, classical venturi tubes in order to measure mass flow rate. The venturi tubes were placed well downstream from valves, elbows and other flow disturbing elements, fully complying with ASME guidelines for the placement of venturi tubes in flow.
(a) & (b), thermocouples; (c) & (f), dome valves; (d) & (e), venturi tubes; (g), mixing device; (h), mixing chamber; (i), stilling chamber and nozzle; (j), probe; (k), probe holder

Figure 3.1. Schematic of mixture supply and steady flow test systems
systems. Determination of mass flow rate through the venturi tubes required the following information: the upstream static pressure and temperature, the difference between static pressure upstream of the venturi and at the venturi throat, the venturi tube physical dimensions and its discharge coefficient. Upstream static temperature was measured by a copper/constantan thermocouple referenced to an electronic ice point. The upstream static pressure was measured at the entrance to the convergent section of each venturi and differential pressure transducers were connected from these points to each venturi throat tap.

3.1.2 Constituent Mixing Subsystem The constituent mixing subsystem was an adaptation of a device originally used by Zakanycz in his study of the turbulent mixing of binary gases (11:15). Figure 3.2 depicts the device as used by Zakanycz. Minor modifications were made at the supply and exit interfaces in order to integrate the mixing device with the system. Referring again to Figure 3.2, air entered at the left end of the cylindrically shaped mixer and encountered a section of beads (for flow spreading) before entering the bank of small tubes. Helium entered the device at a boss protruding from the side of the cylinder and flowed into a chamber that in turn supplied small tubes interspersed at regular intervals between the air tubes. All the tubes exited at the right end of the device into the mixing chamber, where the streams of helium intermingled with the streams of air.

3.2 Steady Flow Test System

Gaseous mixture produced in the mixing device was piped to the steady flow test system, consisting of an instrumented stilling chamber, a nozzle and a probe holder. The chamber was instrumented with a iron/constantan thermocouple connected to a digital readout box and a pressure transducer referenced to atmosphere. Flow entering the chamber passed through a series of screens for flow straightening before encountering a smoothly transitioned inlet to the ASME flow nozzle. Two options for nozzle exit diameter were available, 0.6 in and 0.125 in. The clear plastic chamber was adapted from a factory-made hot wire calibrating device for use with this apparatus. The probe holder was capable of
positioning in three axes using screw-actuated mechanisms. A screw-tightened jaw was used to secure the probe to the probe holder.

3.3 Tank Discharge Test System

A cylindrical aluminum tank with a 6.5 in diameter and 7.5 in length was the central component of the discharge test system, as illustrated in Figure 3.3. At one end of the tank, valves were attached so that tank evacuation, helium charging and air charging were easily accomplished, as shown in Figure 3.3. At the other end of the tank, a ball valve controlled the mixture outflow into a flexible plastic tube leading to the probe entrance. This tube was connected to a compression fitting capable of slipping over the probe tip and sealing against the probe support tube with an O-ring. The tank was instrumented with an iron/constantan thermocouple connected to digital readout box and a pressure transducer referenced to atmosphere.
3.4 Hot Wire Anemometer System

The probe sensor was attached to a Thermal Sciences, Inc. (TSI) Model 1051 hot wire anemometer as one resistive arm of a bridge circuit. A negative-feedback amplifier kept the bridge in balance by changing the supply voltage to keep the sensor arm at a constant temperature.

3.5 Concentration Probe

The concentration probe consists of a plastic forebody covered by a machined brass inlet cone at the forward end. The rearward end is inserted into an 8-inch long stainless steel tube. The forebody supplies structural support to the needle size sensor “stings” as well as the sensor chamber thermocouple and total pressure tap. Figure 3.4 depicts the major features of the probe. The probe used in this study was designed and built by Tanis (10), and modified by the investigator to include the chamber thermocouple. The sensor is a 0.0005 in diameter tungsten wire, electrically welded to the stings. It was designed for use in supersonic streams, hence the probe inlet and the diverging channel
behind the inlet are designed to avoid the occurrence of a bow shock at the tip. Swallowing the shock ensures that a stream tube equal in area to the probe inlet capture area enters the probe undisturbed (9:2). In this way, there is little chance for spillage around the inlet—a condition that could lead to erroneous readings since the light gas would be deflected by the spillage more than the heavy gas.

3.6 Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system was comprised of a Zenith 248 personal computer connected to a Datalab 1200 (DL1200) data collection system by an IEEE-488 interface bus. Software was designed to control the DL1200 through the IEEE-488 bus and to process the binary data it produced. The DL1200 has eight channels and can collect 4096 data points on each channel simultaneously, for sample rates ranging from 500 kHz to 50 Hz. Six of the input channels originated from six Endevco signal conditioner outputs which consisted of signals from two venturi static pressure transducers, two venturi differential pressure transducers, one stilling chamber pressure transducer and the probe.
chamber total pressure transducer. The remaining two channels were connected to the outputs of the venturi thermocouple amplifiers.
IV. Experimental Procedures

The procedures executed for this study are classified as either general or specific. Procedures that were done repetitively or spanned more than one specific area are grouped in the general category. Common laboratory procedures such as pressure transducer calibration or atmospheric pressure measurement have been excluded for the sake of brevity. Specific procedures covered in this chapter include two probe calibration procedures: the steady flow procedure and the tank discharge procedure. Data were collected using both procedures with the same probe, so that the two methods could be compared.

4.1 General Procedures

4.1.1 Venturi Calibration Each of the two venturi tubes were calibrated with respect to their unique discharge coefficients. $C_d$ was determined by allowing only one gas to pass through the system at a time and metering the mass flow rate at the exit of the system by means of a choked converging nozzle. The details on determination of $C_d$ are in Appendix B.

4.1.2 Hot Wire Anemometer Preparation The hot wire operating resistance was found by first heating the wire (externally, using a heat gun), and then observing its resistance as a function of temperature as it cooled. That relationship was then used to determine the resistance, $R_s$, corresponding to the desired sensor operating temperature (940 R.) Further detail on the remainder of the rather extensive preparation procedure is described in the operating manual prepared by TSI (8).

4.1.3 Start-up Electronic equipment was powered up to allow sufficient time for warm-up and stabilization. All joints were tightened and leak-checked to protect against the loss of mass between the venturi tube and the flow nozzle at the system exit. One data collection run was made with all instruments exposed to ambient conditions (a zero run). This provided an atmospheric reference point for absolute pressure measurements.
4.2 Steady Flow Probe Calibration Procedure

The concentration probe centerline was positioned on the exit centerline of the steady flow test system, facing directly upstream. During the entire set of data runs, sensor chamber total pressure was maintained at a constant value (selected values ranged from 4 to 6 psia), while helium mole fraction was varied from 0 to 1. In order to maintain a choked orifice in the probe, an absolute pressure of not more than 30 mm Hg was maintained behind the orifice. This was accomplished by attaching a vacuum pump to the end of the probe body. A detailed description of the steady flow data collection procedure follows.

The start-up procedure described in the General Procedures section was first executed. Then, the first data collection run was made with pure air, steadily increasing the flow rate until the desired sensor chamber total pressure was attained. When the flow was properly adjusted, an external trigger signal was sent to the DL1200 and a set of points was recorded. Four thousand ninety-six data points were taken by the DL1200 at a sample rate of 1kHz for each run. When the data recording was complete, the DL1200 was commanded to download the raw data by the computer program. While the acquisition system downloaded data for hard disk storage, the flow was readjusted. This was accomplished by backing off the air mass flow rate and adding helium flow until the sensor chamber total pressure once again reached its desired level. Increasingly larger flows of helium along with smaller flows of air were mixed until the flow was pure helium. The pure helium run required evacuation of the flow system up to the air dome valve, in order to ensure that no residual air was contained in the volume from the dome valve to the mixer. It was found that if this procedure was not followed, residual air contaminated the pure helium run.

4.3 Tank Discharge Probe Calibration Procedure

The tank was normally charged to a mixture total pressure of about 50 psia. In the case of all the tank volume charging operations, tank pressure and temperature values were taken only after they were allowed to stabilize with environment. First, a zero voltage run was conducted (as described previously), then the tank and all lines were evacuated. After sufficient evacuation of the tank, pure air was admitted. Once the tank was charged with air and stabilized, tank pressure and temperature readings were taken and helium
was admitted. Upon stabilization, the pressure and temperature of the mixture were recorded. Those two sets of data provided the information necessary for calculation of molar concentration. Next, the mixture outlet valve was opened, thus exposing the probe to gas from the tank. The DL1200 was triggered to record after allowing 2 seconds for the gas to travel up the plastic tube to the probe. The DL1200 was set to take 4096 samples over an 81 second period. During the downloading of data files to the computer, the mixture control valve was closed and the tank and lines (including the probe) were again evacuated. For subsequent runs, different proportions of helium and air were added to the tank in order to achieve a range of concentration values.
V. Results

Data were collected to determine a relationship between the concentration of helium in an air/helium mixture and hot wire sensor heat loss. For both the steady flow calibration method and the tank discharge calibration method, sensor heat loss is directly related to the supply voltage applied to a bridge circuit, and is given by the expression

\[ Q = I^2 R_s = \frac{V_{br}^2 R_s}{(R_s + R_{ser})^2} \]  

(5.1)

Equation 5.1 is an extension of Equation 2.1 that provides terms of the measurable quantity, \( V_{br} \), the bridge supply voltage, and two resistances fixed at the beginning of operation, \( R_s \) and \( R_{ser} \). \( R_s \) was identified earlier as the sensor operating resistance while \( R_{ser} \) is a fixed resistance in series with \( R_s \) in the bridge circuit. Therefore, the steady flow method and the tank discharge method rely upon this relationship to quantify wire heat loss in terms of a measurable voltage. Since the same sensor was used for both methods, the basis of comparison between the two methods rests on the helium molar fraction, \( x_{He} \), versus wire heat loss, \( Q \), relationship. Hence, the results are given in terms of this relationship.

Although determination of \( Q \) through the ohmic relationship is the same for both methods, determination of the relationship between \( Q \) and \( x_{He} \) is quite different. For this reason, the results for the steady flow method and the tank discharge method are first presented separately, and then brought together for comparison purposes.

5.1 Steady Flow Calibration Method Results

All pressure and temperature voltage signals for the venturi flowmeters, along with the hot wire bridge voltage were stored on the computer hard disk in binary format for post-processing. They were then converted, using software, from digital integer values back into voltage values. 4096 voltage readings per channel were then averaged to obtain reduced voltages. Mass flow rate through the venturi tubes was determined using the
differential pressure fluid meter equation (2.63)

\[ \dot{m} = \frac{C_d}{(1 - \beta^2)^{0.5}} \sqrt{\frac{a(2g_c \rho_1 \Delta p)}{0.5}} \]  

(5.2)

After \( \dot{m} \) for each separate flow was determined, the helium and air flows were summed to obtain the mixture mass flow rate, \( \dot{m}_{mix} \). The molar fraction of helium in the mixture could then be obtained by use of the equation

\[ x_{He} = \frac{\dot{m}_{He}}{\dot{m}_{mix} \left( \frac{M_{mix}}{M_{He}} \right)} \]  

(5.3)

\( M_{mix} \) and \( M_{He} \) are the molecular weights of the air/helium mixture and helium respectively. In this way, a direct relationship between \( x_{He} \) and \( V_b \) (and thus, \( Q \), through Equation 5.1) was made for a given data point.

Figure 5.1 is the typical calibration curve that resulted from the reduced data. Figure 5.2 shows two of these curves, each with a different value of total pressure in the sensor chamber. This is not a disturbing observation nor one that cannot be explained. Changing \( P_0 \) or \( T_0 \) causes changes in mass flow rate through the choked orifice, and thus mass velocity past the wire (which is directly related to a change in \( Re_d \)). This effect has not been eliminated by the design of the probe, but it has been quantified and thus can be isolated by the calibration curve from concentration effects. These results have shown that the steady flow system produces viable calibration curves.

5.2 Tank Discharge Method Results

Processing of the raw data was identical to the steps followed in the steady flow data reduction process, up to the point where mass flow rates were calculated. In the tank discharge method, however, concentration of helium was determined by use of the perfect gas law applied to the fixed tank volume such that

\[ x_{He} = \frac{n_{He}}{n_{mix} = \frac{P_{He} T_{mix}}{P_{mix} T_{He}}} \]  

(5.4)
Figure 5.1. Steady flow calibration curve

Figure 5.2. Steady flow curves with different sensor $P_0$ values
As the tank released its charge of gas mixture, sets of data were collected where concentration was constant and sensor total pressure (and temperature) continuously dropped, in contrast with the steady flow method where sensor total pressure remained constant. Several of these sets were collected for different concentrations. Figure 5.3 shows four sets of data points plotted with $N_u$ as a function $Re$. A correlation of this set of constant concentration curves was necessary if the tank discharge method was to be compared with the steady flow method. Thus, Equation 2.9 was applied and rearranged slightly in order to define $Y$ such that

$$Y = \frac{N_u d \left( \frac{T_e - T_{\infty}}{T_{\infty}} \right)^{0.16}}{Pr^{0.38} \left( x_{He} + 1 \right)^{0.13Re_{d}^{0.45}} \left[ A \left( Re_d^{0.45} \right)^{2} + B Re_d^{0.45} + C \right]} \quad (5.5)$$

or in general,

$$Y = f(Re^{0.45}) \quad (5.6)$$

Figure 5.3. Reynolds versus Nusselt numbers from tank discharge data
For a better fit, the exponents of $Pr$ and the $(T_s - T_\infty)/T_\infty$ ratio were adjusted slightly from those given in Equation 2.9. Figure 5.4 shows how the separate concentration curves of Figure 5.3 are collapsed together by the correlation. The point scatter that is evident in both figures is the result of bridge voltage fluctuation. Steady flow data reduction effectively captured and averaged that fluctuation. The tank discharge data was not averaged and hence assigned a data point to each discrete voltage sample. This is illustrated in Figure 5.5, where it is shown that the procedure used with the tank discharge method was destined to collect scattered bridge voltage points over a sampling interval, since mean bridge voltage was dropping with time. A discrete voltage had to be assigned to the flow condition at that instant. Since bridge voltage was directly related to heat loss, and heat loss was directly related to $Nu_d$, the effect of this voltage fluctuation was to scatter the points in Figure 5.4. In contrast, flow conditions were not changing with the steady flow method, therefore fluctuating bridge voltages could be averaged over a short sampling interval. The flow dynamics associated with the entrance and cavity of this particular probe are suspected to have caused the sensor's fluctuating response, although the specifics remain to be determined. A second degree polynomial curve fit through the data points in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.5. Comparison of one sample interval, steady flow vs. discharge method

Figure 5.4 yielded the function

\[ Y = -0.75657 + 3.19978 Re^{4.5} - 3.99196(Re^{4.5})^2 \]  

(5.7)

with the expression for \( Y \) given by Equation 5.5. This relationship was used to generate the tank discharge calibration curve for comparison with the steady flow calibration curve. It should be noted that the constants in Equation 5.7 are constants for the particular sensor used in this investigation.

5.3 Comparison of Steady Flow and Tank Discharge Results

The steady flow operating conditions of Figure 5.1 (\( T_0, P_0 \)) were applied to the correlation given by Equation 5.5, thereby holding Reynolds number and temperature constant so that \( Nu_d = Nu_d(x_H,e) \). The following equation for \( Q_{1d} \) based on the tank
discharge correlation resulted:

\[
Q_{td} = \frac{k_f A_{cyl}(T_s - T_{\infty})YPr^{0.38}(x_{He} + 1)^{(0.13Re_d - 0.55)}}{d \left( \frac{T_s - T_{\infty}}{T_{\infty}} \right)^{0.16}}
\]  

A relationship between \( Q \) and \( x_{He} \) for constant \( P_0 \) and \( T_0 \) based on tank discharge data was now established, so the two could be compared directly.

The upper curve of Figure 5.6 is the curve generated by varying concentration in Equation 5.8. The lower curve came directly from Figure 5.1. For a given value of wire heat loss, there is an almost uniform 0.05 difference in helium molar fraction between the steady flow method and the tank discharge method, with the tank discharge method posting consistently lower values. Steady flow values for heat loss from the sensor are in very close agreement with the tank discharge curve, especially considering two factors: the very different ways that concentration was determined in each method, i.e. ratio of flow rates versus perfect gas law in a fixed volume; and the uncertainty produced by the point scatter in the tank discharge method. This demonstration indicates a need to further study the internal flow characteristics of the probe and perhaps devise a means to eliminate the velocity fluctuations the sensor is experiencing. The close agreement seen in Figure 5.6 is evidenced again in Figure 5.7, in this case at a different operating condition (different \( Re_d \)).

The third curve plotted on Figure 5.7 was generated from King’s law by a manipulation of Equation 2.7, which yielded

\[
Q_k = \frac{k_f}{d} A_{cyl}(T_s - T_{\infty}) \left[ \frac{1}{\pi} + \left( \frac{2}{\pi} Re_d Pr \right)^{0.5} \right]
\]

Although King’s law was based on potential flow theory, its shape is very similar to the curves obtained from experimental data. The fact that the heat loss predicted by King’s law is less than the experimentally measured value, may be indicative of the theoretical assumption that all the heat transfer is convective. The actual case includes additional heat loss from the sensor through conduction down the mounting stings and heat loss through radiation. The fact that the shape is similar indicates that the influence of concentration...
Figure 5.6. Calibration method comparison: steady flow vs. tank discharge

Figure 5.7. Calibration method comparison and King’s law
on heat loss is directly related to the influence of concentration of the transport properties inherent in $Re$ and $Pr$. 
VI. Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

The task of establishing a steady flow alternative to the tank discharge calibration method was completed. Analysis of the data gathered using both methods led to the following conclusions:

1. The steady flow calibration curve and the tank discharge calibration curve showed close agreement for constant sensor chamber total pressure. Therefore, either method can be used for calibration of a concentration probe.

2. Although King's law is based on potential flow theory, the shape of its curve was very similar to the calibration curves obtained from experimental data. The higher experimental heat loss values are probably manifestations of the fact that King's law does not take into account conduction and radiation heat losses.

6.2 Recommendations

Work in this area has by no means been exhausted. Therefore, the following topics are suggested for continued study:

1. Study the internal flow characteristics of the probe to better understand the mechanisms involved.

2. Conduct a parametric study on probe sensor cavity design to optimize probe sensitivity and reduce susceptibility to velocity fluctuations.

3. Extend the capability of the steady flow system to include supersonic flow calibration.

4. Apply Tanis' correlation to steady flow calibration.
Appendix A. Properties of Mixtures

The following plots demonstrate how the transport properties \( \mu_f \) and \( k_f \) vary with concentration for a constant fluid temperature of 520 R, in accordance with Equation 2.13, Equation 2.14 and Equation 2.15. Although not a transport property, specific heat is included because when joined together with the two transport properties, it forms Prandtl number, the ordinate of the final plot, Figure A.4.

Figure A.1. Mixture viscosity as a function of helium molar fraction
Figure A.2. Mixture thermal conductivity as a function of helium molar fraction

Figure A.3. Mixture specific heat as a function of helium molar fraction
Figure A.4. Mixture Prandtl number as a function of helium molar fraction
Appendix B. Venturi Calibration

The venturi tube flowmeters were calibrated through the measurement of mass flow rate exiting a choked, converging nozzle at the end of the steady flow mixing system. Two critical assumptions were made: the coefficient of discharge of the sonic nozzle, $C_{dn}$, was known to be 0.968 (6:34); and any mass leakage between the venturi tube and the sonic nozzle was assumed to be negligible. This assumption required meticulous care in making sure that all joints were tight and sealed. With that accomplished, conservation of mass could be applied to the system such that

$$\dot{m}_{sonic noz} = \dot{m}_{venturi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.1)

It is known that

$$\dot{m}_{sonic noz} = C_{dn} A_{nti} \frac{P_0 \Gamma}{\sqrt{RT_0 g_c}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.2)

where

$$\Gamma = \sqrt{\gamma \left( \frac{2}{\gamma + 1} \right)^{\frac{\gamma + 1}{2}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.3)

From Equation 5.2 it is also known that

$$\dot{m}_{venturi} = \frac{C_{dv}}{(1 - \beta^2)^{0.5}} \sqrt{\gamma a(2g_c \rho_1 \Delta p)^{0.5}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.4)

Another way of expressing mass flow rate is

$$\dot{m}_{sonic noz} = C_{dn} \dot{m}_{antheor}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.5)

by the definition of discharge coefficient. Similarly,

$$\dot{m}_{venturi} = C_{dv} \dot{m}_{uteor}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.6)

for the venturi mass flow rate. Substituting these expressions into the very first equation yields

$$\frac{\dot{m}_{antheor}}{\dot{m}_{uteor}} = \frac{C_{dv}}{C_{dn}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.7)
which can be expressed as

\[ C_{dv} = C_{dsn} \frac{\dot{m}_\text{stheor}}{\dot{m}_\text{utheor}} \]  

(B.8)

The theoretical mass flow rates were determined from measurable quantities, functions of pressure, temperature, throat area and \( \gamma \). Therefore, with \( C_{dsn} = 0.968 \) (mentioned above), \( \dot{m}_\text{stheor} \) measured from stagnation values upstream of the sonic nozzle and \( \dot{m}_\text{utheor} \) determined from measurements at the venturi tube, it was possible to determine \( C_{dv} \).
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